
Introducing the Ultimate Musical Duo for Your Exclusive Yacht Events! 

Experience the Magic of Live Music on the High Seas or at your dock with Keith Ford and Glenn Miller! 

Elevate Your Yacht Experience with Captivating Live Music on your boat! 

 

Keith Ford on Guitar and Vocals with Glenn Miller on Percussion 

Are you searching for the perfect musical entertainment  

to enhance your exclusive boating events?  

Look no further! Keith Ford, an exceptional guitarist  

and vocalist, and Glenn Miller, a talented percussionist,  

have joined forces to create an unforgettable musical  

experience tailored specifically for private yacht gatherings. 

 

Why Choose Keith Ford and Glenn Miller? 

 Unparalleled Talent: With years of experience and  

a passion for their craft, Keith and Glenn are true  

virtuosos in their respective fields. Their dynamic  

performances will captivate your guests, leaving them  

mesmerized by their musical prowess. 

 Versatile Repertoire: From soothing acoustic melodies to  

energetic rhythms, Keith Ford and Glenn Miller offer a diverse  

repertoire that spans various genres and eras. They can seamlessly adapt their playlist to suit 

the ambiance and preferences of your event, ensuring a perfect musical backdrop for every 

moment. 

 Engaging Performances: As a duo, Keith and Glenn bring a unique chemistry to the stage. Their 

infectious energy and genuine love for music are palpable, creating an electric atmosphere that 

will have your guests tapping their feet, swaying to the rhythm, and singing along in no time. 

 Tailored Experiences: Keith Ford and Glenn Miller understand the importance of 

personalization. They work closely with you to curate a customized set list, incorporating your 

favorite songs and special requests. They are committed to delivering an experience that aligns 

perfectly with your vision, making your yacht event truly exceptional. 

 Unforgettable Memories: The magic of live music lies in its ability to create lasting memories. 

Keith and Glenn strive to create unforgettable moments for you and your guests, ensuring that 

your yacht event becomes an unforgettable highlight that will be talked about for years to 

come. 

 

 

 

 

 



Introducing the Ultimate Musical Duo for Your Exclusive Yacht Events! 

Experience the Magic of Live Music on the High Seas or at your dock with Keith Ford and Glenn Miller! 

Book Keith Ford and Glenn Miller for Your Yacht Events Today! 

Don't miss out on the opportunity to elevate your yacht events with the incredible musical talents of 

Keith Ford and Glenn Miller. They are available for a wide range of private events, including corporate 

parties, cocktail receptions, weddings, and more. Their performances are guaranteed to add a touch of 

sophistication and create an ambiance that will leave a lasting impression on all who attend. 

Contact us now to secure Keith Ford and Glenn Miller for your upcoming yacht event. Our team is ready 

to assist you in creating an unforgettable musical experience that will make your yacht event the talk of 

the town. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let the harmonious melodies of Keith Ford's guitar and voice, combined with Glenn Miller's mesmerizing 

percussion; take your yacht events to new heights! 

Contact Information:  

Phone: 514.699.7108  

Website: www.livemusicmontreal.ca 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Keith Ford and Glenn Miller are also available for other private events and performances.  

Feel free to inquire about their availability for additional occasions. 


